AMP SET TO HOST SUMMER SOCIAL EVENT:
REVIEWING USER-FRIENDLY GRANT FAQ PAGE

AMP (Advancing Marquette Priorities) started in February 2022, as an initiative through the ADVANCE grant. To date, AMP has hosted two events: 1) Addressing the post-award process challenges; and 2) Utilizing existing MU grant budgets systems. During these AMP sessions, faculty, staff and facilitators discussed issues that impact grant post-award management at Marquette University and prioritized solutions (e.g. improving reports, streamlining communication, developing centralized user-friendly webpages, etc.). Faculty and staff are continuing to work on identified priorities. There are many things happening behind the-scenes, which we want to communicate to you all. In the last week of April/May, a committee will come together to discuss past and future AMP events. As stated in previous sessions, faculty need more user-friendly resources, especially those that provide guidance to faculty. John Beyer, with input from Dr. Anita Manzoor and AMP Director, is creating a user-friendly web page layout (draft excerpts pictured below) that will be available for faculty to evaluate and provide feedback for in-person during the summer AMP social event. Stay tuned for details to come regarding this session. If you would like to see more behind-the-scenes, CLICK HERE to view the pdf.

KINDER UPDATE

Thank you to all who have completed the KINDER Climate Survey so far! The survey closes on Sunday, May 8th at 5:00 AM CT, so you still have time! Ethichrs@wiud.edu will send one last reminder email on May 4th. Although this survey is not mandatory, we would greatly appreciate your participation, as we need five (5) participants minimum from each ADVANCE department in order to receive national data comparisons. There is a 42% completion rate as of May 5th.

TOP 3 SCOREBOARD (completion rate 94%):
1. POLI SCI - 64.7%
2. CCEE & ME - 55.6%
3. DEEP - 54.8%

Honorable mention:
BMEGD ENG & EDPL 25%

important dates:
• 5/10 - KINDER closes @ 1 am
• 5/15-5/21 - final week
• 5/22 - COMMENCEMENTS!

ADVANCE SPOTLIGHT

Edick Hurley Henderson
is a Ph.D. candidate in the Psychology department, & the Graduate Assistant in the ADVANCE grant. Edick is also a Marquette alumni. Throughout the year, Edick has worked with the Marquette Psychological Assessment, Rotation in the Center for Psychological Services. His current research is in the late adolescent and young adult development.

He also co-authored two publications, and has published under review (with Dr. Hong Ouwall) that was recently accepted titled, “Who supports the ‘Me Too’ and the Kavanaugh continuation? Exploring young adults’ tolerance for sexual harassment.” Each from Edick’s incredible work so far within his field, he serves as a wonderful G. A. to ADVANCE (although we may be biases, if you have attended any events over the last two years, Edick was the first name on your mind), and is dedicated to collect & disseminate data. Edick also coordinates the MARQUETTE interrupts, an ideal dashboard for the 2020 climate study, which will be released in the coming weeks over the last month. Our team is very lucky to have Edick as a part of the advancing team. Thank you, Edick for your dedication to creating a more equitable institution!

CLICK HERE TO NOMINATE SOMEONE AS NEXT MONTH’S SPOTLIGHT.